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RFIs, Notes, and Notices: To 
submit a Request for Information 
(RFI), please email the POC listed 
below. 

Points of Contact:  
We appreciate those who have 
provided announcements, notices, 
articles and lessons learned. 

Additionally, if you have a story of 
interest or wish to initiate a 
discussion on any topic or issue 
facing the Field Artillery community, 
contact Ms. Sharon McBride, Field 
Artillery Public Affairs Officer, at
(580) 558-0836 or 
sharon.g.mcbride4.civ@mail.mil

Official Distribution:  The  Redleg 
Update is distributed by the 
Commandant of the U.S. Army 
Field Artillery to key members of 
the Field Artillery chain of 
command across the U.S. Army. 
The current edition can be found 
@
http://sill-www.army.mil/USAFAS/index.html
Past and current editions are also 
archived online @ 
http://sill-www.army.mil/USAFAS/redleg/page.html

Purpose:  Founded in 2011, the 
Redleg Update provides past and 
present Field Artillery leaders with 
a monthly update of informational 
highlights to assist in their 
individual, collective and 
professional training efforts, as well 
as report on activities occurring 
throughout the Field Artillery 
community.

Stephen G. Smith

Stephen G. Smith
Brigadier General, U.S. Army
Commandant, 
United States Army Field Artillery School
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From the FA Commandant’s desk

It’s been a fantastic 2018 for the King of Battle! 
Due to efforts of our Red Legs in war and training, 
our Maneuver Commanders and Army Senior Leaders 
have incredible confidence in our Branch.  To re-en-
force the field’s successes and prepare for large scale 
ground combat operations (LSGCO), the United States 
Army Field Artillery School (USAFAS) will accom-
plish the below in 2019:

• Initiate a Danger Close Walk and 
Shoot lane in the Basic Officer’s Leaders 
Course (BOLC-B) Culminating Training 
Event     

• Increase amount of degraded opera-
tions instruction in all courses (degraded 
Call for Fire, Manual Gunnery, aiming 
circle training, etc.)

• Conduct multiple, three-to-seven-
Day Field Training Exercises (FTXs). In 
all 13CMF Advanced Individual Training 
(AIT) courses and in BOLC-B. 

• Reduce the amount of Common Core 
and other tasks that are not focused on LS-
GCO Fire Support/Field Artillery tasks 

• Re-write and publish TC 3-09.8 Field 
Artillery Gunnery and FM 3-09 Field Artil-
lery to match FM 3-0 Operations. Update 
and publish our basic handbooks, which 
include the Executive Officer’s Handbook, 
Multiple Launch Rocket System/HIMARS 
Platoon Leader Handbook, and the  Com-
pany Fire Support Officer Handbook

• Increase the physical requirements of 
our students (foot march to the field, Army 
Combat Fitness Test preparations)

• Increase our Academic Rigor through 
pre-assessment testing and tightening up 
our Academic Review Board (ARB) process

Looking Forward to 2019
• Take personal weapons to the field for 

every FTX to reinforce discipline in han-
dling weapons

• Pull Joint Fires Observer (JFO) out 
of 13F AIT and BOLC-B, maintain it as a 
Functional Course

• Increase/demand two way dialogue 
with the field in all efforts at USAFAS 

Finally, in 2019 we will continue to nurture a 
culture of reading. This does not mean creating lists 
and requiring Soldiers to read each book and then test 
them on it. It means encouraging reading a range of 
materials, and providing formal and informal venues 
for discussion. Passion and excitement for reading is 
contagious, and it should match our passion and ex-
citement for being Redlegs – leaders are readers!

There is no more exciting time to be the best 
branch in our Army! Our civilian and military leaders 
have made fires a top priority, our Artillery force struc-
ture is growing, and maneuver commanders have more 
confidence and appreciation of our warfighting func-
tion than ever before. As we go forward into 2019, we 
will continue to demonstrate the awesome lethality of 
Joint surface to surface/air to surface fires in combat 
and during our cornerstone training events. Thank you 
for all that you do!

Keep up the Fire! King of Battle!

BG Stephen G. Smith
Click here to jump 
to Table of Contents
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Continued on Page 6, See Fitness

Tailored FiTness programs 
prepare soldiers For CombaT

by 2nd Lt. Clay Stanley
Dagger Company, 2nd Battalion, 
12th Infantry Regiment, 2nd Brigade 
Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division

U.S. Army Special Op-
erations Soldiers have access 
to some of the most advanced 
military weapons and equip-
ment in the world. However, 
the most important asset in 
Army Special Operations 
Forces (SOF) is the human ele-
ment. The Army invests mil-
lions of dollars in training each 
SOF Soldier. It makes sense to 
maximize the physical readi-
ness and minimize the per-
sonnel loss by avoiding non-
combat-related injuries with 
new physical training programs 
(Ragusa, 2012; also see Bear et 
al., 2017; Knipscher, 2010).

Musculoskeletal injury 
rates are an issue across the Army. Lost work due to 
injury costs the military millions of dollars a year, in-
creases the workload on healthy Soldiers, and decreas-
es mission-readiness (Jones et al., 1993). This problem 
is especially impactful within SOF, where personnel 
who require years of specialized training cannot be 
easily replaced when injured.

The Army has recognized injury prevention as a 
serious problem and has implemented training ap-
proaches to mitigate the problem. The 75th Ranger 
Regiment incorporates the Ranger Athlete Warrior 
(RAW) program, while Special Forces (SF) imple-
ments the Tactical Human Optimization, Rapid Reha-
bilitation and Reconditioning (THOR3) program. Both 
programs aim to provide functional training that safely 
and effectively prepare SOF personnel physically for 
the demands of combat.

The purpose of this review is to assess the ef-
fectiveness of special operations physical training 

U.S. Army photo released

programs, like RAW and THOR3, in preventing non-
combat injuries in SOF personnel. By decreasing the 
incidence rate of non-combat related injuries in SOF, 
combat readiness is preserved, Soldiers’ careers are 
lengthened, and the human element is optimized (Parr 
et al., 2015).

The Problem
Historically, Army physical fitness programs 

focused on tasks such as calisthenics and long runs. 
These programs reflected the American College of 
Sports Medicine recommendations for civilian fitness 
(Ragusa, 2012). On the opposite end of the spectrum 
bodybuilding-type workouts are also popular in the 
military’s hyper-masculine environment that generally 
rewards and praises feats of strength and “looking” 
the physical part of a Soldier (e.g. large and muscular) 
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(Klein, 1993). However, these recommendations and 
trends do not fit the needs of current SOF personnel. 
SOF personnel must be proficient across the strength 
continuum to maximize performance. They need a 
program that is tailored for functional performance, 
not just based solely on explosive power, or—as it is 
right now—focused on predominantly aerobic condi-
tioning. Current Army physical fitness doctrine does 
not address the need for a tailored program that meets 
the needs of tactical athletes (Gonzalez, 2010).

To compound the problem, the sedentary lifestyle 
so prominent in American culture today is spilling 
over into our military. An exponentially increased 
“screen time” from previous generations, due to com-
puter, television, and phone screen usage, is causing 
young men and women to show up to basic training in 
poor physical shape due to a lack of emphasis on nu-
trition and basic fitness in schools. These increasingly 
stationary leisure-time activities (e.g. video game 
playing and heavy internet and social media usage) 
have replaced outdoor physical activity as the new go-
to forms of socialization (Cantrall, 2010). This lack of 
basic fitness often leads to injury and the military foot-
ing the medical bill for service members who are not 
able to complete basic physical requirements (Carow 
& Gaddy, 2015).

Recruits are more likely to be injured at basic 
training simply because they lack the foundational 
physical fitness to adapt to the physical demands of 
daily military life. Daily physical exercise in basic 
training involves conditioning drills and running that 
focuses on improving cardiovascular and muscular 
strength and endurance.

Because this has become such a major issue, the 
Army now screens recruits using the Occupational 
Physical Assessment Test (OPAT), before assigning 
them a job. The OPAT tests for base levels of aero-
bic endurance, and upper and lower body muscular 
strength and power. The test allows the Army to 
determine if recruits have the basic physical fitness 
to successfully complete initial training for some of 
the more physically demanding jobs in the military. 
The Army expects the OPAT to decrease injury rates 
at basic training by assigning jobs based on physical 
fitness levels.

The injury problem does not end at basic train-
ing. Competitive exercise programs like CrossFit and 
power lifting also put Soldiers at risk for injury. These 
types of high-risk physical activities cause musculo-
skeletal injuries that cause personnel to miss work –es-
pecially because these activities involve a high degree 
of technique to complete properly that Soldiers are 
either not correctly trained in, or choose not to follow 
in order to lift heavier weight.

The Need
By the time SOF personnel reach their units, 

some have served in the regular Army. The individuals 
who make it are extremely fit and motivated. They are 
required to maintain this high level of physical fitness 
throughout their careers, even with constant tactical 
training, multiple deployments, and aging. This fast-
paced environment, and need to maintain peak physi-
cal conditioning at all times, has created a culture of 
high performance at any cost.

Years of high operational tempo fighting the 
global war on terrorism, has taken its toll mentally and 
physically on SOF personnel. The need to keep them 
in the fight has led many “operators” to find ways to 
continue performing even when injured, leading many 
to compensate in much the same way overpowered 
athletes do, by putting functional performance ahead 
of functional movement ability.

Overpowered athletes perform well at their sport, 
or job as in the case of SOF personnel, but injuries or 
lack of muscular flexibility limits their ability to move 
functionally. Functional movement is the ability to 
move joints through their full range of motion while 
performing movement tasks in any plane of mo-
tion. Overpowered performers will compensate with 
strength or skill when they lack the ability to move 
functionally. This compensation progressively wors-
ens, and greatly increases the risk of injury.

The purpose of programs like THOR3 are to 
move warrior athletes from the overpowered perfor-
mance side of the functional paradigm to optimum 
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performance by focusing 
on foundational, functional 
movements that lead to 
greater performance and 
longevity. These special 
programs use profes-
sional coaches to test SOF 
personnels’ performance 
and functional movement 
capability. Then, based on 
test results, the coaching 
staff creates individual-
ized plans that focus on 
improving the functional 
movement and physical 
performance. These plans 
are tailored to each Soldier 
like professional athletes’ 
training plans. However, 
SOF personnel are consid-
ered tactical athletes and 
their training is specific to 
battlefield tasks. Special emphasis is placed on their 
ability to run, jump, climb, and move from the prone 
while wearing full combat gear and holding a rifle.

On the surface, basic movement patterns required 
by tactical athletes like running, jumping, and walk-
ing, may seem similar to those of professional athletes. 
However, sport athletes are not typically required to 
perform tasks like picking up an injured Soldier while 
wearing full combat gear, and moving an unknown 
distance to safety. This requirement makes it neces-
sary to develop proper functional movement, and train 
tactical athletes through the entire strength continuum.

That is why programs such as THOR3 and RAW 
train personnel at both ends of the strength continuum 
and everywhere in between. SOF personnel must train 
to develop strength and power and muscular endur-
ance to move great distances while wearing heavy 
gear.

Moving Forward
The gaps in the literature pertaining to the needs 

of tactical athlete warriors are decreasing, and training 
protocols in the Army are changing. The Army body-

U.S. Army photo released

building culture is beginning to shift from an emphasis 
on hypertrophy (muscle size increase), to hypertrophy 
as a result of function-specific training to improve 
tactical task performance (Boyle, 2001). Running is 
shifting from running for distance to running for time 
with an emphasis on more battlefield specific short and 
middle distance running. Even Army doctrine, such as 
Field Manual 7-22, now reflects the need for Soldiers 
to be tactical athletes capable of more than push-ups 
and running long distance (Cox, 2010). Some com-
mercial programs, such as CrossFit, have become pop-
ular because of their primal movements and competi-
tion-based workouts. However, the lack of specificity 
and coherent programming seen in CrossFit can lead 
to injury (Shugart, 2008). Mark Twight (2004), owner 
of Gym Jones, incorporates the specificity principle 
into a CrossFit-type program that builds general fit-
ness then converts that fitness into sport or movement 
specific fitness. Twight’s Gym Jones program serves 
as one of the benchmark examples for the current de-
velopment of programs such as THOR3 and RAW.

Continued on Page 8, See Fitness
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Army Combat Fitness Test
The Army’s overhaul of the current Army Physi-

cal Fitness Test (APFT) in favor of the gender-neutral 
Army Combat Fitness Test (ACFT) acknowledges the 
need for change. The current three-event APFT mea-
sures upper and lower body muscular endurance and 
cardiorespiratory endurance only. The new six-event 
ACFT expands the scope of the Army’s fitness test to 
the five domains of fitness necessary for competent 
tactical athletes: muscular strength, muscular endur-
ance, cardiorespiratory endurance, explosive power, 
and speed/agility. While the ACFT field testing is un-
derway, there are still questions regarding equipment, 
time requirements, funding, and military occupational 
specialty-specific grading standards. But one thing is 
certain, physical fitness training across the Army is 
adapting to better prepare Soldiers for the rigors of the 
new test.

Conclusion
Success of programs like THOR3 and RAW sup-

port the need for an overhaul on the training focus for 
all military personnel, and supports previous findings 
for strategies to help prevent injury across the force. 

... Continued from Page 7

FiTness

In a 2010 study, Bullock, Jones, Gilchrist, and 
Marshall found that physical training interventions 
seeking to prevent overtraining and promote function-
al movement should be implemented by all services to 
decrease injury rates.

There is still much research needed to determine 
what will best meet SOF needs. By decreasing the in-
cidence of non-combat related injuries, combat readi-
ness is preserved and Soldiers’ operational careers are 
lengthened, which serves to better optimize the most 
important element of any special operations force—
the human element (Parr et al., 2015).

Unit leaders can use this information as evidence 
of the effectiveness of the THOR3 and RAW programs 
to mitigate non-combat related injuries within their 
ranks, and promote the programs and their benefits. 
While the programs are currently specific to the SOF 
community, similar programs could be effective 
throughout the Army (Owens & Cameron, 2015). With 
the Army introducing the ACFT, it is imperative that 
unit physical training plans adapt to better prepare Sol-
diers across all five domains of combat related physi-
cal fitness. The effectiveness of programs like THOR3 
and RAW could serve as standard for combat-oriented 
physical fitness. 
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